COOLESTSG WEBINAR COOLING AS A SERVICE
INTRODUCTION
Deep decarbonisation is a global priority. Proper adoption of shared services has the
potential to support efforts in this endeavour, in a material way.

Date: Monday 11 April 2022
Time: 1500 - 1700 Hours
Venue: Zoom
Speakers: Dr David Broadstock,
Energy Studies Institute, NUS
Mr Dimitris Karamitsos, Basel Agency
for Sustainable Energy (BASE)
The event is open to CoolestSG Consortium
industry, IHL and RI members, its invited guests
and government agencies. A Zoom link will be
sent to registered attendees no later than two
working days from the event. For registration
click here or scan the below QR Code no later
than two days from the event.

Until now, research and deployment of cooling technologies has been (i) almost
exclusively undertaken within the domain of engineering and (ii) often been provided
as private resources i.e. each flat within a condominium or HDB estate installing and
maintaining their own cooling services. In this webinar David will unpack the narrative
from an economist's perspective. Cooling has always been a service where shared
benefits can exist – the most basic premise resides in acknowledging that we cool a
space, not an individual. Where that space has shared use, the average cost of
usership for the service naturally declines.
But what steps are needed to deploy such shared services on scale? How is the
contract designed? How is the service priced and how is the equipment financed
when deployed as a service instead of being sold? The existence of a minimum
efficient technical scale is only the beginning. Supply must be satisfied with the right
structure of demand – and having a diverse portfolio in operation can be a strong
advantage, with the capacity to establish a baseload across systems and a volatile
capacity which fits demand, which may make deployment on single land-use zones
challenging.
Moreover, demand/supply balancing implies a powerful role for thermal storage
technologies, while offering the solution as a service, opens up the possibility and
financial incentive for modular solutions with lengthy life-times, further positively
impacting the climate and accelerating a circular economy.
In this webinar David will give his perspective on the benefits and issues with Cooling
as a Service. Dimitris will share broader efforts by BASE to push the servitisation
model to accelerate the energy transition, and how the model is being applied across
industries and geographies. Dimitris will also underline the efforts done to bring more
financiers to support the deployment of Cooling as a Service.
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1455 Admittance of attendees to the event
1500 Introduction
1510 Cooling as a service: Shared benefit or shared headache?
Dr David Broadstock, Senior Research Fellow & Head, Energy
Economics Division, Energy Studies Institute, NUS
1600 Q&A
1610 Acceleration of the Energy Transition with Cooling as a Service
Mr Dimitris Karamitsos, Senior Energy Efficiency Business Developer Specialist,
Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy (BASE)
1630 Q&A
1655 Closing of Event
1700 End of Event

ABOUT THE COOLESTSG CONSORTIUM
CoolestSG is a national consortium set up at NUS in 2018 with funding support from
NRF. The task of the CoolestSG Consortium is to bring stakeholders together to
catalyse co-development between researchers and industry of novel low-energy
cooling technologies and/or passive/integrated designs and to translate research into
deployment and commercialisation with the aim to promote Singapore as a
frontrunner in cooling technologies.
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ABOUT THE SPEAKERS
Dr David C. Broadstock is Senior Research Fellow and Head of the Energy
Economics Division at the Energy Studies Institute. NUS He has around 15
years of experience researching into the economics of energy systems and
energy use, focusing on developing empirically motivated insights. Within ESI
David leads or contributes to research into district cooling services, carbon
pricing and climate finance, Power System/wholesale electricity price dynamics,
circular economy and energy efficiency among others.
Mr Dimitris Karamitsos is a Senior Energy Efficiency Business Developer
Specialist at the Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy (BASE). He has 12+
years of experience in the energy sector, technology and entrepreneurship in
Europe, Africa, Asia, and Latin America. He is an engineer and business
developer with a focus on Sustainability. Dimitris has been co-leading the BASE
Cooling as a Service and Efficiency as a Service initiatives, which aim to
unlock investments in clean and efficient solutions through the disrupting
servitisation business model.
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Framework for techno-economic analysis of cooling
systems

Market penetration of servitisation for different technologies

Screenshots may be taken during this webinar which will be recorded.

